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ABSTRACT: The clear description of the morphology and location, with respect to the support, of metallic sub-nanometric parti-
cles remains a current experimental strenuous challenge in numerous catalytic applications. High resolution-HAADF-STEM cou-
pled with in situ and tomographic analyses are undertaken on platinum (Pt) active phase supported on chlorinated alumina (γ-
Al2O3) with 0.3 and 1%w/wPt loadings highlighting the formation of flat nanoparticles (NPs) of 0.9 nm diameter and Pt single atoms 
(SAs) in the reduced state. While SAs and weakly cohesive clusters are predominantly observed in the oxide state, with a coordina-
tion sphere of Pt composed of O and Cl as revealed by EXAFS, the ratio between SAs and Pt NPs in the reduced state is found to 
be about 2.8. This ratio is not affected by metal loading which increases both the total number of NPs and SA. Electron tomography 
reveals that the vast majority of NPs are located on the edges or defects (steps, kinks) of the alumina support crystallites. Density 
functional theory calculations further highlight the optimized structures of NPs located at the γ-Al2O3 (110)(100) edge and near-
edge with a stability competing with NPs located either on the (110) or on the (100) γ-Al2O3 facet. A mathematical analysis of the 
segmented volumes shows that the average geodesic distances between NPs is linked to Pt loading: 9 nm for 1%w/wPt, and 16 nm 
for 0.3%w/wPt. Evaluation of support tortuosity descriptors using the nanoparticles positions confirms a uniform distribution on the 
support. A square network geometric model compatible with the geodesic distances between NPs reveals that 1 to 5 NPs can be 
present at the same time on each alumina crystallite depending on Pt loading.  

INTRODUCTION 

Noble-metal particles dispersed on oxide supports have sever-
al industrial applications from fine chemistry to petroleum 
refining (naphtha reforming), pollution abatement and biomass 
conversion.1,2 This is the case for platinum supported on γ-
Al2O3, which has been consistently studied in the literature 
with the progress of characterization techniques, mostly using 
model systems.3–10 

For many structure sensitive reactions,11 the reactivity of metal 
active sites provided by Pt particles depends on their size and 
shape. Catalyst improvement thus depends on advancing 
knowledge of these features. Overall, for platinum loadings 
inferior to 1%w/w Pt, particles have a size of about 1 nm and 
are highly dispersed on the alumina support.12–17 These nano-
particles (NPs) are formed during reduction,13,18 as the cata-
lysts in oxide state display mostly isolated Pt atoms.12 The NPs 
of nanometric or even sub-nanometric sizes were described as 
having a bi-planar raft-like morphology.12,13,19 In addition, 
single atoms (SAs), binuclear and trinuclear Pt species were 
also observed in reduced catalysts.8,12,13 

NP size and shape are inherently associated to its chemical 
interaction with the support,20 depending on the particle’s 
location on the alumina nano-crystallite facets. Indeed, density 
functional theory (DFT) calculations suggested that the flat bi-
planar morphology is the most stable for a Pt13 NP on the 
dehydrated (100) alumina surface, whereas a 3D morphology 
is favored on hydrated (110) surface.21 This modification of 
the NP shape as a function of the environment was recently 
assigned to a “ductility effect”,22 which implies the dynamic 
reconstruction of the Pt based NP23–27 as a function of support 
surface,21 reaction conditions7,28 or chemical composition of 
NP12,22 (when a second metallic element is added for instance).  

Depending on the targeted applications, it is sometimes re-
quired to promote the acidity of the alumina support by chlo-
rine doping. That is the case for isomerization or reforming 
processes.29,30 In these cases, the catalyst belongs to the well-
known class of metal/acid bifunctional catalyst, for which the 
distance between metallic/acid sites is a known driver for 
selectivity variations31 interpreted in light of the “intimacy 
criterion” described originally by Weisz.32 When both metallic 
and acid sites are deposited on the same support, as in naphtha 
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reforming catalysts, the fine control of the distance between 
them requires their location to be clearly ascertained. A pre-
ferred anchoring site on the alumina surface for Pt NPs has yet 
to be unequivocally found, especially for industry relevant 
samples. A 27Al MAS NMR study realized by Kwak et al.5 
concluded that supported platinum oxide, assumed to be PtO, 
is bonded to AlV surface sites. These are considered to be 
mostly present on the alumina (100) surface after dehydration 
by thermal treatment at high temperatures. The morphology of 
a low surface area alumina with large 20x70 nm crystallites 
exposing (110) and (111) type surfaces was analyzed in detail 
by electron microscopy.33 A sample containing 5%w/w Pt was 
found to exhibit large NPs equally present on both surface 
terminations. In both cases, these results can hardly be extrap-
olated to commercial catalysts in which significantly lower 
metal loadings (generally one order of magnitude smaller)34 
are used, leading to highly dispersed NPs supported on high 
surface area alumina with smaller crystallites (<20 nm). 

Additionally, platinum as metal active site has been used in 
several studies looking to explore the potential of single atoms 
supported on alumina3,5,18,35–37 or other supports such as nitro-
gen-doped microporous hierarchical carbon38 as well as ce-
ria39–42. Two challenges are common to all preparations, con-
cerning the formation of nanoparticles upon activation and the 
fact that the SAs may not be intrinsically more active than 
NPs. SA sintering was found to be particularly favorable upon 
reduction in the case of Pt1/Al2O3,

18,35 although single atom 
dispersion was maintained after reduction at 200°C under 
5%H2 and after hydrosilylation reaction test at 100°C when 
nano-rod alumina was used.3 These are relatively mild activa-
tion and reaction conditions, but the remarkable SA stability is 
clearly associated with the alumina crystallites morphology. 

In the present work, metallic Pt phase supported on a chlorin-
ated alumina (γ-Al2O3) is comprehensively studied using ad-
vanced electron microscopy techniques with the goal of a) 
elucidating the NP formation during reduction, b) evaluating 
the size and morphology of NPs on the reduced catalyst, c) 
describing NP location on the alumina crystallites and of d) 
quantifying the distance between NPs.  

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is a cutting-edge 
technique for characterizing the morphology of supported 
NPs. In particular, high-angle annular dark-field - scanning 
transmission electron microscopy (HAADF-STEM) mode is 
widely used for morphological characterization at the na-
noscale of supported noble metal particles and is the best tool 
for the objectives at hand. HAADF detection mode is based on 
the Rutherford scattering process, so image intensity is rough-
ly proportional to the square of the atomic number of the ma-
terial.8 This means high Z elements such as metals appear with 
high contrast as opposed to the oxide support. Aberration-
corrected instruments have allowed for high-resolutions in the 
range of 0.1 nm with a good signal to noise ratio.8,13 With the 
recent technological advancements in electron microscopy, 
other techniques were coupled to the HAADF imaging mode 
in particular: a) electron tomography, which provides spatial 
information through 3D reconstruction of an object43–46 and b) 
in situ/environmental TEM, with which the dynamic evolution 
of metal particles can be observed in real time during thermal 
treatments.47–50 

Herein, we combine HR-HAADF-STEM with environmental 
TEM and electron tomographic experiments to get unequaled 
level of information regarding the Pt NPs formation, size, 
morphology and most importantly, their location on the alu-
mina support and their inter-particular distance. In addition, 
EXAFS analysis at Pt L3 edge provides complementary in-
sights into the local distance of the Pt atoms with neighboring 
atoms. For this, two industrial type catalysts were prepared 
with 0.3% and 1%w/w Pt loading supported on a high surface γ-
alumina doped with 1.3%w/w chlorine. Tomographic segment-
ed models are obtained and quantified geodesic distances 
evaluated thanks to mathematical analysis. DFT calculations 
quantify the stability and provide an atomistic view of the 
local environment of the platinum particles at the specific 
locations identified experimentally. 

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION AND METHODS 

Catalyst preparation. Catalysts were prepared by diffusional 
impregnation of γ-Al2O3 extrudates prepared from TH100 
commercial boehmite powder from Sasol (SBET=149 m²/g by 
N2 physisorption) with a H2PtCl6 and HCl solution, followed 
by drying overnight and finally calcination at 520°C for 2h 
under dry air (heating 5°Cmin-1, 1 Lmin-1gcat

-1). The chlorine 
loading was increased by thermal treatment at 520°C by add-
ing dichloropropane (C3H6Cl2) to the air flow in the proportion 
of 1%wt per gram of catalyst. The catalyst obtained after this 
treatment is referred to as being “oxide”. The oxide catalysts 
were reduced ex situ under H2 flow at 500°C for 2h, after a 30 
min pre-calcination at 520°C under dry air (heating 5°Cmin-1, 
1Lmin-1gcat

-1) to remove residual chemisorbed water. Two 
catalysts were prepared so as to have a chlorine loading of 
1.3%w/w and platinum loading of 0.3%w/w or 1%w/w (measured 
for oxide samples by X-ray fluorescence). They are referred to 
as oxide or reduced 0.3%Pt/γ-Al2O3-Cl and 1%Pt/γ-Al2O3-Cl, 
respectively. Since the chlorine surface concentration may 
impact the stability of Pt NP,29,51–53 the chlorine loading was 
kept fixed at 1.3%w/w, a value close to the experimental ones 
used for naphtha reforming catalysts, in particular for the two 
samples throughout the present study. 

Scanning transmission electron microscopy. High resolution 
high angle annular dark field in scanning transmission electron 
microscopy (HR-HAADF-STEM) imaging, HAADF-STEM 
in situ reduction experiments and HAADF-STEM electron 
tomography analyses were carried out on a Cs-corrected JEOL 
JEM 2100F microscope, operated at 200kV, equipped with a 
JEOL HAADF detector. For the HR-STEM images, the cam-
era length used in the HAADF mode was 10 cm, correspond-
ing to inner and outer diameters of the annular detector of 60 
and 160 mrad, respectively. The size of the electron probe in 
STEM mode is 0.11 nm. Before the STEM analyses, the pow-
dered samples were deposited without solvent on a 300 mesh 
holey carbon copper grid. The nanoparticle size histograms 
and average size were obtained from at least 200 measure-
ments from images taken at the same magnification. Nanopar-
ticle morphology and shape was studied measuring HAADF 
intensity to estimate the number of Pt atoms stacked perpen-
dicularly to the electron beam (n) from the intensity of atomic 
column (I), given that the image intensity is roughly propor-
tional to the square of the mean atomic number (Z) of the 
analyzed area.8 As the measurements were performed on thin 
areas, alumina contribution to intensity was neglected in a first 
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approximation. The intensity of several single atoms were 
measured, to estimate the proportionality factor between ISA 
and ZSA². Starting from the assumption that the atomic number 
of a column composed of n Pt atoms is equal to nZSA, by 
measuring intensity I in nanoparticles, n ∝√I/ISA. Single atom 
population was quantified through a number of SA to number 
of NP ratio calculated for several images at the same magnifi-
cation.  

Electron tomography. The powdered samples were deposited 
without solvent on a previously plasma cleaned 200 mesh 
holey carbon grid which was mounted on a tomographic sin-
gle-tilt sample holder. For the two reduced catalysts the tilt 
series were acquired in HAADF STEM mode with 2.5° incre-
ments by using the tomography plug-in of the Digital Micro-
graph software, which controls the specimen tilt step by step, 
the defocusing and the specimen drift. Two series per sample 
of circa 200 nm large objects composed of less than 20 alumi-
na crystallites were acquired. Image alignment was performed 
through fiducial-less methods, namely a combination of cross-
correlation and center of mass methods using the IMOD soft-
ware.54 The reconstructed 3D volumes were obtained using the 
algebraic reconstruction technique (ART)55 implemented in 
the TomoJ plugin56 in the ImageJ software. Segmented 3D 
models were constructed using the displaying capabilities and 
the isosurface rendering method on the Slicer software.57,58 

Geometrical analysis of the segmented volume. Inter-NP 
distance calculations and tortuosity assessments were conduct-
ed on the segmented volumes using the M-tortuosity algo-
rithm59,60 that combines geometric tortuosities between two 
points defined as the ratio of the geodesic distance (length of 
the shortest path following the support surface) and the Eu-
clidean distance (length of the straight path) between them. 
This is a two-step calculation. First, M-coefficients are com-
puted as the harmonic mean of the geometric tortuosities 
weighted by the inverse of the geodesic distances. Secondly, 
M-scalar, global tortuosity descriptor, is calculated as the 
harmonic mean of the M-coefficients weighted by the inverse 
of the Euclidean distance to the center of mass of the consid-
ered volume. σC is an indicator of confidence in the M-scalar 
value and is defined as twice the standard deviation of the M-
coefficients divided by the square root of the number of 
points. The set of points upon which these operators were 
calculated was either the segmented model’s own NP positions 
or a set of up to 200 points with uniform density of points, 
called a stratified distribution. 

In situ experiments. A Protochips Atmosphere set up (in situ 
holder, gas manifold, heating system) was used for the TEM in 
situ reduction experiments. A suspension of powdered sample 
in ethanol (1 µL) was deposited on the sample supporting 
chip, consisting of a SiC chip with six holes covered by an 
electron-transparent thin SiN membrane that is then mounted 
on the in situ holder. After insertion of the holder in the micro-
scope column and checking for leaks, the system is purged 3 
times with Ar (back fill pressure 300 torr) then left overnight 
under Ar flow (0.2 cm3/min and pressure of 50 torr) in order to 
remove the residual H2O molecules and/or the residual air 
content. The reduction thermal treatment is realized under 
atmospheric pressure (760 torr) with a gas flow of 0.1 cm3/min 
as follows (Figure 1): heating to 200°C at 5°C/min under Ar to 
choose the zones for imaging (1); heating to 520°C at 5°C/min 

under dry air and left for 30 min (pre-calcination, 2); cooling 
to 200°C under Ar (3); heating to 500°C at 5°C/min under H2 
and left for 120 min (reduction, 4); further heating to 600°C 
and up to 700°C to check nanoparticle stability (5). These 
different steps aim at mimicking the ex situ catalysts reduction 
procedure. Non imaged zones during the in situ treatment were 
also analyzed at the end of the treatment to check that identical 
states are recovered which confirms that no beam effect has 
occurred. 

 

Figure 1. Treatment sequence used during the in situ reduction 
experiments. Numbers 1 to 5 indicate the stages described in the 
text. 

DFT calculations. Pt13 supported on γ-Al2O3 was modeled 
using the PBE-dDsC exchange correlation functional61,62 and 
PAW pseudopotentials63 with an energy cut off of 400 eV 
using the VASP code.64,65 The criterion for the convergence of 
the self-consistent cycles was fixed to 10−7 eV. Geometry 
optimizations were performed with a convergence criterion on 
forces of 0.01 eV Å−1. The Pt13/(100) γ-Al2O3 surface (dehy-
drated) and Pt13/(110) surface (11.8 OH/nm²) models previous-
ly reported by Mager-Maury et al.53 were considered as refer-
ences and were re-optimized as described above. Pt13 NPs with 
the same initial morphology as in the Pt13/(100) model were 
deposited in a similar position on the (100) side (near edge) of 
the (110)-(100) γ-Al2O3 hydrated or chlorinated edge model or 
right at the edge sites (see S.I. 1.)66 and then optimized. This 
edge model was established recently and consists of a nano-
rod resulting from cleaving the γ-Al2O3 bulk67 in the directions 
perpendicular to the (110) and the (100) surfaces. It includes 
two edge terminations, the Al-side exposing Al atoms and the 
O-side exposing O atoms. Here two hydration degrees were 
considered: 1H2O molecule per edge cell and six H2O mole-
cules per edge cell (saturated edge sites and hydrated (110) 
side). The chlorinated edge models are obtained by exchang-
ing either one or both the terminal hydroxyls on the Al-side 
with Cl.66 To determine the stability of the Pt13 NP, its binding 
energy (Eb, in kJ/mol per Pt atom) on a given substrate (subs = 
surface or edge) was calculated according to Equation 1, 
where E Pt  is the energy of a single Pt atom in the center of 
a 20x20x20 Å3 cell in vacuum.  

E Pt 𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑠
E Pt 𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑠 E 𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑠 13E Pt 13⁄    Eq. 1 
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Figure 2. HR-HAADF-STEM images of oxide catalysts a), b) 0.3%Pt/γ-Al2O3-Cl and c), d) 1%Pt/γ-Al2O3-Cl. White arrows highlight 
some single atoms. Some clusters composed of more than 5 atoms are circled in white in d). 

 

Figure 3. HR-HAADF-STEM images of reduced catalysts a), b) 0.3%Pt/γ-Al2O3-Cl and c), d) 1%Pt/γ-Al2O3-Cl. White arrows highlight 
some single atoms. 

EXAFS experiments. EXAFS spectra were acquired at the 
FAME-UHD beamline68 at the ESRF (Grenoble, France). 
Experiments were performed at the Pt L3 edge in fluorescence 
mode using a multi-crystal analyzer composed of Ge (110) 
crystals and a mono-element silicon drift detector. A Helium 
bag was placed between the sample, the crystals and the detec-
tor to prevent signal intensity loss by absorption of the (fluo-

rescence emitted) X-rays by air molecules. The beam energy 
was calibrated with Pt foil (first maximum of the first deriva-
tive XANES spectrum of the Pt metallic foil was set to 11564 
eV). The grinded oxide catalyst samples were packed in quartz 
Mark-tubes (10 µm wall thickness) for acquisition. Catalysts 
previously reduced and transported on sealed ampoules under 
vacuum were re-reduced at atmospheric pressure in a dedicat-
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ed reactor69 at 500°C under a 10 mL/min flow rate of pure H2 
(>99.9999%). Reference compounds were platinum oxide 
PtO2 (Sigma-Aldrich, purity >99.9%, CAS Number 52785-06-
5) and metallic platinum powder (Strem Chemicals, purity 
>99.9%, CAS Number 7440-06-4). Data were processed and 
EXAFS spectra were fitted using Athena and Artemis, respec-
tively, from the Demeter 0.9.26 software package.70 The 
EXAFS spectra of references PtO2 and Pt powder were used to 
obtain S0² and ∆E0 (see SI.2).  

RESULTS and DISCUSSION  

Characterization of the oxide catalysts. The supported metal 
oxide created during the calcination in the presence of chlorine 
is presumed to consist of a PtClxOy species, PtCl4O2 having 
been suggested in previous studies.52,71 Indeed, no Pt neigh-
bors could be fitted to the EXAFS spectra (Table S1). For both 
oxide catalysts (with 0.3% and 1% Pt loading) the coordina-
tion number of Pt with the oxygen neighbor atoms at a dis-
tance of 2.00 Å is about 3, and for the Cl neighbor atoms at a 
distance of 2.31 Å the coordination number is about 2.  

Typical HR-HAADF-STEM images of both oxide catalysts 
are shown in Figure 2. Overall, platinum is well dispersed and 
seems uniformly distributed over the support. At 0.3%Pt load-
ing, there are mostly single atoms while some dimers and 
trimers are also observed, as reported on similar systems.12,18 
On the observed regions, clusters of more than 5 atoms were 
rare. For the higher loading of 1%Pt however, single atoms, 
small groups of less than 5 Pt atoms and weakly cohesive 
clusters with more than 5 atoms are visible. These clusters 
often appear elongated and for some of them it is hard to de-
termine if a given atom is part of the cluster or not. Since they 
do present ill-defined structures, the determination of size 
histogram for these oxide clusters was not possible. 

Assuming that there is a given number of anchoring sites for 
the platinum precursor on the surface of the support, the pres-
ence of Ptn>5 clusters at higher loading suggests that for 
0.3%Pt there is at most one Pt atom per occupied site, stabi-
lized by Cl and O coordination, while for 1%Pt such sites 
should be saturated, causing subsequent Pt atoms to coalesce 
and form the observed oxide clusters. 

Characterization of the reduced catalysts. The HR-
HAADF-STEM images (Figure 3) for the same two catalysts, 
now after ex situ reduction at 500°C, are presented. Platinum 
is still nicely dispersed, now in the form of well-defined nano-
particles (NPs) composed of 10 to 20 atoms. In both cases the 
average NP size is of about 0.9 nm and the size histograms 
(Figure 4) for both samples are similar, showing that 75% of 
measured NPs are in the 0.6-1.2 nm range. Thus, the catalyst 
preparation and reduction protocols consistently enable the 
genesis of Pt NPs with homogeneous size, whatever the Pt 
loading. This is confirmed by EXAFS data, as a Pt-Pt coordi-
nation number of 3 is obtained for both reduced catalysts 
(Table S2). At the same time, at iso-NP-size, the increase of Pt 
loading simply results in the increased number of Pt NPs. 

The NPs were found to have a flat bi-planar morphology 
through HAADF intensity analysis (Figure 5), as the “atomic 
columns” aligned perpendicularly to the electron beam in the 
studied NPs are composed of at most 2 Pt atoms. The analysis 
was cautiously performed using relevant images obtained 
before the beam interaction caused the atoms in the NPs to 

move. This bi-planar morphology is fully compatible with the 
previously found by DFT studies of Pt13 clusters on the (100) 
alumina surface.21 Other microscopy analyses also referred to 
such nanoparticles as “raft-like”.12,13 

 

Figure 4. Nanoparticle size histograms obtained for reduced a) 
0.3%Pt/γ-Al2O3-Cl and b) 1%Pt/γ-Al2O3-Cl. 

 

Figure 5. HAADF intensity profile and respective atom column 
quantification for a nanoparticle belonging to 1%Pt/γ-Al2O3-Cl. 

Lastly, single atoms are highlighted and their population was 
quantified by the ratio “number of SA / number of NP” which 
is close to 2.8 for the two Pt loadings and the Cl content con-
sidered here. Assuming that each NP is made of about 13 Pt 
atoms, this would also mean that 20% of deposited Pt atoms 
are engaged in SA.  

In situ characterization of the Pt NP genesis. The homoge-
neous NP size distribution found between the two reduced 
samples was not expected, considering the observations made 
for the oxide catalysts, where differing Pt species are present. 
To gather information on nanoparticle formation, the 1%Pt/γ-
Al2O3-Cl catalyst was imaged during reduction using a dedi-
cated in situ holder and set-up. Images obtained at different 
steps of the treatment are shown in Figure 6, for two analyzed 
regions. Before reduction, a few of the larger clusters of the 
oxide sample, such as those described previously, are visible 
(Figure 6-a), and remains stable until the end of the pre-
calcination (Figure 6-b). Once under H2 and at 500°C, Pt na-
noparticles appear with a better contrast, indicator of the me-
tallic state of NPs (Figure 6-c,d). Even after two hours at 
500°C under H2, there is no sign of mobility or of coalescence 
of the nanoparticles A temperature of about 700°C is needed 
to observe the coalescence of some NPs. Similar final states 
were found in the zones that were not exposed to the beam 
during the experiment. 
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Figure 6. HAADF-STEM images acquired during in-situ reduction of 1%Pt/γ-Al2O3-Cl in two zones, 1 and 2, at different moments of the 
treatment: a) initial state under Ar at 200°C, b) at the end of the pre-calcination of 30 minutes under air, c) at 500°C under H2 immediately 
after heating to 500°C at 5°C/min under H2, d) at the end of the reduction plateau of 2h under H2, e) after further heating and 30 min plat-
eau at 700°C. White arrows indicate clusters already present on the oxide catalysts and white circles highlight regions where changes can 
be observed. 

 

Figure 7. Segmented volumes a) and b) and slice of reconstruction c) and d) obtained from tomographic series of 0.3%Pt/γ-Al2O3-Cl and of 
1%Pt/γ-Al2O3-Cl reduced catalysts, respectively, where an example of nanoparticle located on the alumina crystallite edge is highlighted in 
the segmentation and indicated by a white arrow in the reconstruction slice. 
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Figure 8. Alumina platelet scheme and two most stable Pt13/edge-Cl model with the NP on the chlorinated Al-side (110)-(100) edge 
highlighted by the broken line for a) near edge configuration E and b) edge configuration A (see SI) . 

 

During the in situ experiment the signal to noise ratio of the 
HAADF image intensity is not as good as in the conventional 
(under vacuum) TEM mode, because of the additional electron 
diffusion effect provided by the SiC chip membranes and of 
the gas in the samples holder. Moreover high magnification 
observations are not used to avoid beam damages. Thus, reso-
lution is decreased and this means Pt single atoms, abundant in 
the oxide catalyst and also found in the reduced one, cannot be 
observed. As the NPs become visible during reduction, with-
out any mobility of the original oxide clusters nor of the newly 
formed NPs, the single atoms are expected to play a role on 
the NP formation mechanism as recently suggested.18 

Location of Pt NPs. HAADF-STEM electron tomography 
results are presented in Figure 7 which shows one 3D seg-
mented volume for each catalyst. Two other volumes are 
shown in Figure S4. Note that the Pt single atoms are below 
the resolution of this technique. With these volumes, it is 
possible to assess what is the preferred location of NPs on the 
support crystallites. This was done by assessing manually the 
location of several NPs on the volumes. Because this is a very 
time-consuming protocol, not all visible NPs in the volumes 
were considered in the data analysis protocol. The procedure 
employed for the reduction of the number of NPs for which 
the data analysis protocol was applied is reported in support-
ing information S.I.3.  

For the 0.3%Pt/γ-Al2O3-Cl reduced catalyst, the two recon-
structed objects present a total of 43 NPs. The NP location 
with respect to the surface of the support crystallite was at-
tempted for 25 NPs, and unambiguously assessed visually for 
22 of these (3 have undetermined positions due to a bad defi-
nition of the contours obtained segmentation, see Table S3 in 
supporting information S.I.3). Out of those, 18 are located on 
the crystallites edges (as represented in inset of Figure 7) or 
other defaults (steps or kinks) and 4 are located on crystallite 

planes. For the 1%Pt/γ-Al2O3-Cl reduced catalyst, there are 
186 NPs in the two reconstructed objects. Again, NP location 
on the crystallite surface data analysis protocol was attempted 
for 79 NPs and unambiguously assigned for 58 of these. Out 
of those, 45 were found to be located on the crystallites edges 
(inset of Figure 7) or other defaults and 13 were found to be 
located on crystallite planes.  

Considering the data reported in Table S3 of S.I. for the two 
samples, the present electron tomography analysis shows that 
Pt nanoparticles on industry relevant catalysts are preferably 
located on crystallite edges or edge-like defaults (steps and 
kinks). Indeed, including the uncertainties induced by the NPs 
for which a 3D position was deduced by the data analysis 
protocol but were finally classed as “undetermined” (that may 
be on edges or on facets), estimated that in the 0.3%Pt/γ-
Al2O3-Cl and in the 1%Pt/γ-Al2O3-Cl samples, the proportion 
of NPs located on edge or edge-like structures is 786% and 
7013% respectively. It may seem counter-intuitive that the 
uncertainty is larger for 1%Pt/γ-Al2O3-Cl for which more NPs 
were considered in the data analysis protocol. At this regard, 
we should mention that this uncertainty depends on the num-
ber of NPs assigned to the “undetermined” class for which the 
difficulty in the determination of their exact positions (with 
respect to the support surface) originates from a quite inaccu-
rate segmentation at the locations characterized by a low sig-
nal to noise ratio. 

Crystallite edges are thought to harbor strong Lewis sites and 
highly resistant hydroxyls groups with respect to facets, hav-
ing potentially a role in alumina surface reactivity.72 Indeed, in 
a recent study,66 the first DFT model of alumina (110)-(100) 
edge was established. This model consists in a nanorod, dis-
tinguishing the behavior of “O edges” versus “Al edges” (Fig-
ure S1). It was shown by NMR and DFT analysis that hydrox-
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yls located at edges are preferentially exchanged with chlo-
rine. 

A first approach to evaluate the Pt NP stability on edges was 
thus conducted by DFT calculations. Eleven configurations of 
Pt13 supported on the (110)-(100) edge were considered for 
two main NP positions: a) a so-called “near-edge” position 
where the NP interacts with the (100) facet of the nano-rod 
and with edge atoms; or b) a strictly speaking edge position 
where the NP interacts uniquely with Al edge atoms.  

In the “near edge” case, varying degrees of hydration and 
chlorination were considered (see S.I. 4.) and the most stable 
model was obtained for Pt13 on the Al-side of the hydrated 
(110)-(100) edge with a binding energy of -409 kJ/mol (see 
configuration B in S.I. 4.). On the Al-side saturated with chlo-
rine (Figure 8 a and configuration E in S.I. 4), the binding 
energy is very similar at -404 kJ/mol. Pt13 on the O-side of the 
hydrated (110)-(100) edge exhibits also a similar binding 
energy of -403 kJ/mol (see configuration F in S.I. 4.). Note 
that in spite of the location of the particles at the edge, these 
models are compatible with the existence of an interaction of 
Pt with AlV atoms as shown by Kwak et al.5 Indeed in the 
models, the platinum particle interacts with edge Al atoms 
(mostly distorted AlIV) but also with close–by AlV atoms from 
the (100) facet. In addition, the Pt13 cluster is stabilized by 
numerous Pt-Al (2.45-2.63 Å) and Pt-O (2.12-2.28 Å) coordi-
nation. Three Cl atoms are located in a bridging position be-
tween 3 Pt atoms and 3 Al edge sites. 

In the strictly speaking edge case, Pt13 is connected uniquely to 
edge atoms on the Al side in the presence of chlorine and the 
most stable model, shown in Figure 8 b (and configuration A 
in S.I. 4.), exhibits a binding energy of -414 kJ/mol. This is the 
most sable structure obtained in this study. The stability of this 
configuration is ensured on the one hand by two Al edge sites 
in hollow positions below two Pt3 trimers of the Pt13 cluster. 
Hence, four Pt-Al distances (comprised between 2.48 and 2.59 
Å) remain compatible with the distances measured by EXAFS 
at 2.41-2.43 Å. No Pt-O distance is found in this region. On 
the other hand, as in the previous case, two Cl atoms are bridg-
ing two Pt atoms with two other Al sites. 

For the two models depicted in Figure 8 the average Pt-Pt 
coordination number (considering only the bonds under 3 Å) 
is 4.2 and the average Pt-Pt distance is 2.6 Å, which is com-
patible with the EXAFS results for the reduced catalysts (Ta-
ble S2).  

Considering the possible locations on the (100) and (110) 
surfaces of alumina, the binding energies recalculated by using 
the PBE-dDsC functional, for the previously published mod-
els53 of Pt13/(100) surface (dehydrated) and Pt13/(110) surface 
(with 11.8 OH/nm²) are -416 kJ/mol and -397 kJ/mol respec-
tively. Thus, all the configurations simulated on edges are as 
stable as the Pt13/surface models, indicating that within the 
DFT accuracy (~10-20 kJ/mol) the edge and near edge NP 
location competes with location on alumina facets. According 
to our previous work,66 the chlorine exchange step is thermo-
dynamically more favored at edge than on the surfaces. Due to 
the position of Cl atoms in close vicinity at edge (Figure 8), 
we cannot exclude the existence of some direct Pt-Cl bonds, 
which cannot be measured by EXAFS due to the very low Pt-
Cl coordination number expected from the DFT model (be-
tween 0.2 and 0.5). Moreover, the formation of Pt NP at such 

location might be enhanced by a synergy effect with chlorine 
stabilization. Investigating this aspect remains beyond the 
scope of the present work and requires a dedicated study of the 
formation mechanisms of the Pt NP on chlorinated alumina. 

Inter-NP distance. Qualitatively the HAADF-STEM images 
in Figure 3 suggest that for 1%Pt the NPs are closer to each 
other, as they are more numerous than for 0.3%Pt. Preferential 
location of Pt NPs on crystallites edges has been highlighted 
by electron tomography. In what follows, we propose an orig-
inal method to calculate interparticle distance from 3D models 
obtained by electron tomography.  

By means of the dedicated geometrical analysis, the geodesic 
distances between NPs following the support surface can be 
quantified and the support tortuosity assessed as a method for 
solving the NP dispersion at the surface qualification, from 
electron tomography. A previous electron tomography study 
of CuZn particles of sizes greater than 4 nm, supported on 
ordered mesoporous silica allowed to evaluate the mean dis-
tance between particles in  well-defined and periodically 
ranged pores.73 However, in the case at hand, this analysis is 
far less straightforward, due to the tortuosity of the 
alumina’s porosity which requires a specific mathematic 
treatment of the tomography images to extract the geodesic 
distance between NPs. Figure 9 reports the histograms of the 
distance of each NP to its closest neighbor for the two catalyst 
samples. The inter-NP distances are obviously tuned by the Pt 
loading: for the lowest loading the average value being 9 nm 
whereas it is 16 nm for the highest one.  

The mean geometric tortuosity (see Experimental Section and 
Methods) calculated for the segmented images shown in Fig-
ure 7 was also determined and analyzed. To identify if the Pt 
NPs are located on a specific pore region of the support, the 
tortuosity descriptors are calculated to evaluate the nanoparti-
cles distribution through the segmented object using either the 
NP positions or uniform density sampled points set. The histo-
grams of mean geometric tortuosity (Figure 10) obtained using 
the NP positions are consistently concentrated over the most 
frequent values obtained using the point set. The statistic im-
pact of number of points is clear, as for 0.3%Pt/γ-Al2O3-Cl 
there are fewer NPs in the object than for 1%Pt/γ-Al2O3-Cl, a 
much better match is obtained for 1%Pt/γ-Al2O3-Cl. Consider-
ing the resulting M-scalar descriptor (Table S6 of S.I.), it 
appears that the M-scalar values (~1.2) are remarkably similar 
for both NP positions and the point set. For NP positions the 
impact of using fewer points in the case of 0.3%Pt γ-Al2O3-Cl 
is highlighted by higher σC values (0.07 vs 0.02). Overall, the 
mean geometric tortuosity evaluation of the alumina support is 
very similar for the point set and the Pt NP positions them-
selves, revealing that the nanoparticles are uniformly distribut-
ed in the alumina support’s aggregates, which are made of 
individual alumina crystallites, as opposed to being concen-
trated in a given region. 
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Figure 9. Histogram for the geodesic distance following the support surface between a given nanoparticle and its closest nanoparticle 
neighbor obtained from both segmented objects of each catalyst, 1%Pt/γ-Al2O3-Cl in full black and 0.3%Pt/γ-Al2O3-Cl in stripes.  

 

Figure 10. Comparison of normalized mean geometric tortuosity histograms obtained using the NP positions (red) or the 200 points set 
(blue) for the segmented object presented in Figure 7 of each reduced catalyst, a) 0.3%Pt/γ-Al2O3-Cl and b) 1%Pt/γ-Al2O3-Cl. 

To figure out the Pt NPs distribution on the alumina support, a 
geometric model, illustrated in Figure 11, was built on the 
following assumptions: a) support crystallites are of a parallel-
epipedic morphology with the average size of about 4 x 14.5 x 
9 nm as estimated from TEM images66; b) all Pt atoms are 
engaged in Pt13 NPs (as analyzed in Figure 3 or invoked in 
several DFT studies7,18,21,53 corresponding to a size of 0.9 nm, 
better representing our samples); c) Pt NPs are distributed in a 
square network. For a 1%w/wPt loading, the distance between 

Pt NPs in a square network is found to be of 9.5 nm, while for 
0.3%w/wPt, the distance is of 17.3 nm. If the distribution of Pt 
on an alumina crystallite is now considered, for 1%Pt there 
would be about 5 NPs per crystallite whereas for 0.3%Pt there 
would be only one single NP per crystallite. As the STEM 
images suggest, this geometric model indicates that the two Pt 
loadings have an impact on the distance between NPs, which 
can be either intra- or inter- alumina crystallite. The mean 
inter-NP geodesic distance obtained from the tomographic 
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volumes (Figure 9) is in remarkable agreement with those 
given by the simple geometric model (Figure 11): 9 nm for 
0.3%Pt and 16 nm for 1%Pt. This implies that, for these load-
ings, anchoring sites for NPs are abundant enough and lead to 
a uniform random distribution of inter-NP distances close to 
that of a distribution of a uniform density of sample points. 
Since numerous catalytic processes such as naphtha reforming 
are strongly exposed to deactivation by NP sintering, we ex-
pect from such a uniform distribution to minimize the number 
of Pt NP per alumina platelet to provide thus an optimal con-
figuration for avoiding the growth of Pt NP during the cata-
lyst’s life cycle. This beneficial effect has been invoked in 
methanol synthesis for CuZn particles with maximal interpar-
ticle distance on mesoporous silica support.73 

 

 

Figure 11. Illustration of the impact of platinum loading on inter-
NP distance predicted by a square network geometric model. 

CONCLUSION 

On industry relevant catalysts with low Pt loadings (close to 
and smaller than 1%w/w Pt) supported on high surface γ-
alumina, once reduced, Pt is dispersed as flat NPs of 0.9 nm 
and scattered single atoms. The tomographic study showed for 
the first time that these NPs are located mostly on the edges of 
the crystallites and are uniformly distributed through the sup-
port aggregate. DFT calculations indicated that such edge or 
near edge locations are thermodynamically as favorable as the 
surfaces. The role of chlorine to stabilize Pt NP at edges may 
be suspected, however this should be the matter of future 
investigations devoted to the mechanisms of Pt NP formation 
on chlorinated alumina. As demonstrated before, the chlorina-
tion of alumina may be tuned by the morphology and the 
proportion of edges on the alumina nano-crystallites.66 At 
this regard, it would be interesting in future studies to investi-
gate how the location, the number of Pt particles or Pt single 
atoms per alumina crystallite and the Pt interparticle distance 
may be finely tuned by the choice of the alumina morpholo-
gies, chlorine content and Pt loading. 

The average distance between NPs was quantified from the 3D 
tomography volumes and is fully compatible with a geometric 

model, showing that this distance between NPs is tuned 
through Pt loading and may be shifted from intra- to inter- 
alumina crystallite for 1%w/w Pt to 0.3%w/w Pt. We expect that 
this trend may impact the behavior of bifunctional catalysts. 
The NPs are very stable and show no mobility during the 
reduction treatment under H2 at 500°C. Their formation mech-
anism is expected to depend on the coalescence of single at-
oms which are abundant in the initial oxide state of the cata-
lysts and are still present in the reduced catalysts. Gaining 
further insights on the genesis of NPs will depend on the fu-
ture improvements of the experimental analysis conditions in 
the in situ TEM mode in an environmental gas cell.  
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